Franchise Opportunity

Welcome

A Solid Tradition, A New Vision
I’d like to share a little of the history behind this exciting business concept I’m offering to provide some content
and help you to understand just why this is such a special opportunity.

Pawn-brokering is an ancient and venerable banking practice that can be traced back at least three thousand
years. Queen Isabella is said to have pawned her royal jewels to finance Christopher Columbus’s voyage. In fact,
the oldest surviving bank in the world, Monte Dei Paschi Di Siena,1 began as a pawnbroker in 1472, first serving the
poor of Italy with an innovative banking system that offered low interest loans against collateral such as clothing
and jewelry.
While the banking industry has evolved in
many ways in the past centuries, pawnbrokers
remain an integral and vital component of the
total banking service network- one that
continues to find creative and dynamic ways to
offer its services to a surprisingly broad
sector of the public.
Since founding our first store in 1980, we have
explored those options and broken new ground in
untouched areas of market potential. As a result,
we have developed a unique, high-end store that
offers quality new and used products at bargain prices,
as well as comprehensive niche lending services. We
also tap into Internet technologies to expand our market reach.
Nearly 30 years has gone into developing and perfecting our system and now we are seeking the right person(s) to
join this exciting and rewarding business.
We invite you to look over our concept and decide for yourself if this remarkable, challenging, and extremely
rewarding business is right for you.
Warm Regards,
Robert G. Whitten, III
President
1.

Wikipedia.org, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monte_dei_Paschi_di_Siena

The Money Mizer Revolution
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We stand at the forefront of the specialized money services industry, offering a completely
remodeled take on the pawnbroker concept to a virtually untapped market of Internet savvy, middle class consumers. With this new format, we’ve also located our high end, 5000
square foot stores where our market shops- amongst the high end jewelry and other retail
stores. We are more competitive than typical retail outlets and pawnshops because each
Money Mizer Pawn & Jewelry store takes advantage of our integrally networked, system-wide, value maximizing procedures, our unparalleled product buying power, and
our ongoing employee training programs.

Eclectically distinctive: Customers are drawn into Money Mizer by an attractive,
inviting store that is spacious, orderly, and neatly arranged with an array of fascinating
products to explore- both new and used. They find one section dedicated to selling new
and pre-owned jewelry on par with any high end jewelry store, but with much lower
prices. In other sections they find top quality sporting goods, computers, cameras,
antiques, and a wide variety of goods. With upscale displays and decor, Money
Mizer attracts customers who do not typically frequent more traditional pawn
shops.
Specialty niche money services: Customers develop long term relationships with
Money Mizer Pawn & Jewelry because we offer a convenient and confidential way to borrow
money. Short-term cash needs can be met with no credit check or legal
consequences if the loan is not repaid. Pawn loans do not cause people to overextend credit or go
into bankruptcy. For the millions of Americans with no bank, Money Mizer also offers convenient check
cashing services.
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Our Store
s Range f
rom
4,000-10
,000 sq.ft

Standardized layout: Each Money Mizer store is based on a standardized CAD-designed prototype, which
assures visual consistency and brand recognition, synonymous with typical high end stores in retailing. A cross
between a financial service business and a fine jewelry store, Money Mizer locations have walk in vaults, check
cashing windows, plus jewelry and retail display cases to rival the finest in any store.
State-of-the-art equipment and technologies: Money Mizer’s computerized inventory, firearm records,
and sales tracking abilities are premier in the industry. This helps us provide an array of invaluable services and
gives us greater flexibility when dealing with and pricing trade-ins and buying merchandise from the public.
Highly-trained, friendly employees: Customers can expect to find Money Mizer staff friendly,
knowledgeable, and concerned with the customer’s best interests, whether the customer is getting a needed loan
or purchasing a new or used product. We value each team member, and ensure that each one meets our high
standards and training requirements. As part of our network, you and your staff will undergo the same training,
and will learn how to build a solid team of quality employees, consistent with the Money Mizer identity.
We have a 90% retention rate of loyal employees over the last 5 years.

“Money Mizer has taken the word pawnshop to a whole new level. They have combined small loans, check
cashing, firearms and sporting goods, as well as new and used fine jewelry at very reasonable prices all
under one roof. The expertise and professionalism are not what you would expect in a pawn shop. Well trained
knowledgeable salespersons... really appreciate my business.” -- Kevin Antley
“I own a small construction business company and have purchased many tools and other items from Money
Mizer over the years. Also, occasionally need a small loan. Money Mizer makes borrowing money fast and
convenient with very reasonable short term rates. Money Mizer is my solution for fast cash when I need it.”
-- Johnny Smith

A Truly Unique

Money Service+Retail+Pawn Opportunity

PAWN CUSTOMERS are primarily middle class consumers who need
short-term credit. This is a service that pawnbrokers provide when
2
other financial institutions will not.

Pawn lending has a long and venerable history amidst an ever transforming lending marketplace. Now it has better
than ever market potential.

Today’s consumers are increasingly frugal and Internet savvy for bargains, as testified by the growth of eBay. There
is an increasing need for short-term loans to get them through their budget shortfalls. Money Mizer has positioned
itself to provide this service at the highest and best level.
3

Recent economic factors, including record-high debt to income ratios, are putting increasing pressure on the middle
class, who increasingly have to struggle to make ends meet. Sixty-nine percent of the middle class lack the basics
4
they need to ensure financial security. The Government Accountability Office established that 56 million (28%) of
American adults do not have money services relations with checking accounts nor established credit to secure loans. 5
Whether you provide financing through a $20 loan on a toolbox, to a diamond selling for thousands of dollars, all
loans are secured, minimizing your risks and collection costs.

Experience, Innovation, Benefits
But more than just meeting people’s needs for alternate financing, there are so many other reasons why operating

a Money Mizer store just makes good business sense:

• You’ll have multiple potential revenue streams (retail sales, both in-store and on line; secured loans;
and buying/trading/reselling used merchandise).

• You’ll offer a wide selection of product types, from jewelry to sporting goods, to computers, cameras, and
much more. There’s literally something for everyone!

Money Mizer is recession-resistant and weathers all market conditions: when the economy is good, retail
sales tend to go up; when the economy slows, loans and Internet sales can increase.

Your sales can include both in-store and on line options. You’ll be able to cater to a wide range of customer
profiles: from fixed income individuals looking for a short-term loan, to corporate executives looking for a
unique jewelry item. Just about all needs can be fulfilled at Money Mizer!

Best of all, you can do it with confidence. That’s because you’ll be able
to take advantage of Money Mizer’s collective experience and power,
built over three decades.
Leverage our wealth of industry knowledge, our unique but consistent
operations, our tremendous buying power and established
industry contacts. Through your relationship with Money Mizer
Franchise Division, Inc., you’ll even be able to sell scrap gold and buy
wholesale loose diamonds on an as needed basis.
Learn how to reduce staff turnover rate through our training and
family-oriented human resources philosophy.
It’s all designed to give you an amazing advantage from the very first
day you open your doors for business.

2.

Source: National Pawnbrokers Association, Industry Overview: http://www.nationalpawnbrokers.org/index.htm

3.

Source: Demographia http://demographia.com/db-usdetratio-history.pdf

4.

Source: The New Experience of America’s Middle Class http://www.demos.org/pubs/BaT112807.pdf

5. Source:

The Role of Technology in Serving the Unbanked http://www.ccc.unc.edu/documents/ccRoleTechnologyServingUnbanked.pdf

Money Mizer. Your chance to operate a pawn shop, but on an upscale, professional level,

with fine jewelry and quality sporting goods, and a wide array of products to
attract customers who would normally not frequent traditional pawn shops.

Support

“I went to Money Mizer Pawn and Jewelers with my husband to pick up a hunting related item... while there I saw
a bracelet exactly like the one that I had been looking at in a catalogue for a fraction of the price. My friends and I
now frequent Money Mizer, and it has become one of my favorite places to shop.
Just think, if not for my husband I probably never would have gone in a pawn shop
and would have missed out on some of the best deals on jewelry that I have ever
gotten.” -- Pam Abell

Help you know,
Help you grow
When you become part of the Money Mizer network, you immediately benefit from countless types of support

services, including:
•

Site location assistance, guidance on working with contractors, and standardized CAD designs for your store
location’s layout.

•

Complete training at our headquarters covering all aspects of
business (such as security, lending procedures, valuing collateral
items, retail sales, special procedures for dealing with firearms and
jewelry, and much more.)

•

On-site start-up assistance, periodic visits, accounting audits and
legal compliance reviews to help ensure your business is running in
top form.

•

Established operational procedures and standards all detailed in a
comprehensive and confidential operations manual.

•

A full set of Money Mizer business forms and supplies, as well as
templates of any necessary federal and state required forms.

•

State-of-the-art equipment and specialized Pawn Master software that help you operate efficiently,
track sales, monitor inventory, keep accurate records, and more.

Cooperative advertising efforts and agency-negotiated rates, plus professionally prepared ad templates,
brochures, and vendor banners, to help you project a professional image in your local market at reasonable costs.
Free membership in the respected National Pawnbrokers Association.
Guidance on ordering initial equipment, supplies, and inventory.
Ongoing educational communications to keep you apprised of the latest industry news,
alerts, and key information.

How to get the

Money Mizer Edge
Money Mizer Pawn & Jewelry is revolutionizing the pawnbroker industry, bringing its specialty niche money
services and quality retail products to a wider range of clients.

We are offering qualified individuals an opportunity to join a franchise system of highly-motivated, select
franchisees in an innovative and richly rewarding money services and retail opportunity.
Money Mizer Franchise Division, Inc. is positioned to help franchisees start at the leading edge of a venerable
industry with burgeoning potential. Come grow with us, as we continue to explore new market opportunities!

Money Mizer Franchise Division, Inc.
1646 Manchester Expressway
Columbus, GA 31904
Phone: 978-482-7296
Website: moneymizerfranchises.com
Email: franchise@moneymizerfranchises.com

This advertisement does not constitute a franchise offering. A franchise offering can be made in a
state only if we are first registered, excluded, exempted, or otherwise qualified to offer franchises in
that state, and only if we provide you with an appropriate franchise disclosure document. Follow-up or
individualized responses to you that involve effecting or attempting to effect the sale of a franchise will
be made only if we are first in compliance with state registration requirements, if any, or are covered by
an applicable state exclusion or exemption.

Money Mizer Express
Preliminary Cost Analysis
Option 1
Description

Low Cost

High Cost

Store Fixtures, Signage, and Vaults

$20,000

$23,000

Security Systems Purchase, Setup, and Install

$15,000

$19,000

POS Hardware/Software

$12,000

$18,000

Fees, Licensing, Legal, and Utilities

$9,000

$11,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Shipping

$3,200

$6,200

Construction and Labor

$25,000

$35,000

Total Construction, Fixtures, Hardware,
and Equipment................................
Inventory:

$84,200

$112,200

$70,000

$90,000

$-

$-

$100,000

$100,000

Grand Opening and Annual Advertising:

$8,000

$10,000

Franchise Fee:

$25,000

$25,000

Pawn Operations Capital:
Pawn Line of Credit:

Grand Total:

$287,200

$337,200

Money Mizer Express
Preliminary Cost Analysis
Option 2
Description

Low Cost

High Cost

Store Fixtures, Signage, and Vaults

$33,000

$37,000

Security Systems Purchase, Setup, and Install

$19,000

$24,000

POS Hardware/Software

$17,000

$20,000

Fees, Licensing, Legal, and Utilities

$9,000

$11,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Shipping

$3,200

$5,200

Construction and Labor

$25,000

$35,000

Total Construction, Fixtures, Hardware,
and Equipment................................

$106,200

$132,200

$100,000

$120,000

$-

$-

Pawn Line of Credit:

$100,000

$100,000

Grand Opening and Annual Advertising:

$10,000

$12,000

Franchise Fee:

$25,000

$25,000

Inventory:
Pawn Operations Capital:

Grand Total:

$341,200

$399,200

Money Mizer Conventional Franchise
Preliminary Cost Analysis
Mid-Size
Description

Low Cost

High Cost

Store Fixtures, Signage, and Vaults

$35,000

$40,000

Security Systems Purchase, Setup, and Install

$23,000

$27,000

POS Hardware/Software

$19,000

$24,000

Fees, Licensing, Legal, and Utilities

$9,000

$11,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Shipping

$8,200

$11,200

Construction and Labor

$35,000

$45,000

Total Construction, Fixtures, Hardware,
and Equipment................................

$129,200

$158,200

$135,000

$190,000

$-

$-

Pawn Line of Credit:

$100,000

$100,000

Grand Opening and Annual Advertising:

$12,000

$15,000

Franchise Fee:

$25,000

$25,000

Inventory:
Pawn Operations Capital:

Grand Total:

$401,200

$488,200

Money Mizer Conventional Franchise
Preliminary Cost Analysis
Traditional
Description

Low Cost

High Cost

Store Fixtures, Signage, and Vaults

$38,000

$42,000

Security Systems Purchase, Setup, and Install

$24,000

$29,000

POS Hardware/Software

$23,000

$28,000

Fees, Licensing, Legal, and Utilities

$9,000

$11,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Shipping

$9,200

$12,200

Construction and Labor

$50,000

$56,000

Total Construction, Fixtures, Hardware,
and Equipment................................

$153,200

$178,200

$190,000

$260,000

$-

$-

Pawn Line of Credit:

$100,000

$120,000

Grand Opening and Annual Advertising:

$12,000

$15,000

Franchise Fee:

$25,000

$25,000

Inventory:
Pawn Operations Capital:

Grand Total:

$480,200

$598,200

Money Mizer Conventional Franchise
Preliminary Cost Analysis
Deluxe
Description

Low Cost

High Cost

Store Fixtures, Signage, and Vaults

$45,000

$55,000

Security Systems Purchase, Setup, and Install

$30,000

$40,000

POS Hardware/Software

$26,000

$36,000

Fees, Licensing, Legal, and Utilities

$9,000

$11,000

Miscellaneous Supplies and Shipping

$12,200

$16,200

Construction and Labor

$55,000

$75,000

Total Construction, Fixtures, Hardware,
and Equipment................................

$177,200

$233,200

$265,000

$600,000

$-

$-

Pawn Line of Credit:

$115,000

$140,000

Grand Opening and Annual Advertising:

$20,000

$30,000

Franchise Fee:

$25,000

$25,000

Inventory:
Pawn Operations Capital:

Grand Total:

$602,200

$1,028,200

